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Y aay! KOKO is one and 
to say we are grateful 
for the endless love 
and support we have 

received from our readers over the 
short amount of time we have laid 
our mark in the Nigerian market 
is an understatement, we are 
immensely grateful guys.

We set out to establish a digital 
publication unlike any other in 
Nigeria: a dedicated fashion and 
lifestyle, birthed primarily out of 
our desire to redefine fashion, 
beauty and lifestyle, in ways to solely 
celebrate our own people’s diverse 
culture, this we can boldly say we 
have been able to achieve.

Fast forward to today, I couldn’t 
be more delighted about what we 
have come to achieve through your 
love and support as well as the many 
projects we are set to embark on. 
Along with starting our online TV 
(KOKO TV), the KOKO brand has 
created and curated over 5000 articles 
that spread across beauty, fashion, 
lifestyle and more, all created to 
blend in perfectly with the Nigerian 
essence. The brand has also started its 
monthly initiative, which is our own 
way of tackling the many societal and 
cultural issues many across the globe 
have had to deal with and are still 
dealing with. From domestic violence 
to mental health, to child abuse, you 
name it, the KOKO initiative will be 
tackling these issues in beneficial 
ways for the masses.

The KOKO brand has also featured 
many powerful African women who 
have been brave enough to open up 
about their lives in a bid to empower 
other women out there who may 
have lost their voices or do not even 
have one in the first places.

Stars such as Nomzamo Mbatha, 
Peace Hyde, Osas Ighodaro-Ajibade, 
Simi, Demi Grace, Vimbai Mutunhiri, 
Adunni Ade, and our latest cover star 
Kehinde Bankole, have all trusted 
us enough to appear on the cover 
of The KOKO Magazine and it is 
a must that you stay with us as we 
have more lineup of powerfully 
beautiful African women ready to 
share their stories with us all in a 
bid to empower the needed.

This issue is a must read as 
we have the delectable Kehinde 
Bankole, who since her emergence 
on the scene in 2003 has continued 
to soar high. From being a Lux 
Ambassador to carving a strong 
space for herself in the movie 
industry, Kehinde Bankole is 
a force to reckon with. The 
actress opened up on her career, 
personal life and more in this very 
interesting interview, which is a 
must-read for all.

Once again, we are deeply grateful 
guys for everything, in all honesty, 
none of these would have been 
possible without you. 

Thank you from 
THE KOKO FAMILY
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Exclusive Interview

BEING Kehinde Bankole
KOKO: In few words, can you tell 
us who Kehinde Bankole is?
Kehinde: To be honest with you, 
I am not really good at defining 
myself. I get asked this all the time 
and I still don’t have a straight 
answer, but when I talk about the 
core of myself I’ll say I am dynamic. 

KOKO: As an actress, what has 
been your greatest challenge?
Kehinde: Oh...There are many 
great challenges! But I best 
use them by converting them 
into stepping stones unto new 
achievements. 

KOKO: Has there been any moment 
you wish you weren’t a celebrity?
Kehinde: To say I wish I wasn’t a 
celebrity is to not value the precious 
love and appreciation showered on 
me, but a few times I miss being just 
me, when my privacy is invaded.

KOKO: If you weren’t an actress 
what will you be? 
Kehinde: I think I will be 
somewhere in music, agriculture 
and beauty business.

KOKO: Tell us your moment of 
breakthrough in the entertainment 
industry.
Kehinde: Featuring in Wale 
Adenuga’s Super Story.

KOKO: What is the weirdest thing a 
fan has ever done to you?
Kehinde: While shouting and 
slapping my back, she held my 
wrist asking why I was so wicked to 
another character in the series

KOKO: Tell us your daily beauty 
routine.
Kehinde: Because beauty begins from 
within, I focus on being healthy. I 
avoid eating too much oil, sugar and 
fat, because we are what we eat.  For 
my face, I cleanse my skin, use a mild 
alchohol free toner to close my pores 
and I moisturise. I use lots of natural 
oils on my body, eat lots of green 
vegetables and drink a lot of water.

KOKO:What fashion item do you 
spend the most on?
Kehinde: I don’t have a specific 
item that I spend most on, I love to 
accessorise so I love a mix of everything.

KOKO: Tell us your fashion icon.
Kehinde: Well I am sort of an 
Oliver Twist when it comes to 
fashion. I love a bit of everything 
from different fashionistas. Both 
established and newbies.

KOKO: Tell us one thing you will 
never be caught doing.
Kehinde: Hnmm that is something I 
haven’t really thought about.

KOKO: Which project are you 
currently working on? 
Kehinde: Crossroads is due for 
release later this year, there is a 
South African project you will be 
hearing of soon enough and I am 
working on my own projects.

KOKO: What advice do you have 
for upcoming actresses?
Kehinde: They should define what 
their objectives of coming into 
the industry are because that will 
be their focus when they get in 
and that will determine what they 
achieve and how they achieve it. 
And  it will also dictate the legacy 
they finally leave behind.
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Beauty

l Following the subsequent launch and success of 
Rihanna’s beauty products, she has gone 

further to surprise the world by adding skin 
care to her collection. 

 The award-winning singer and songwriter 
shared series of videos on her Instagram page 
which revealed the testing out of the skincare 

product. The featured product which was titled 
Body Lava came out in two different versions: 

“Brown Sugar” and “Who Needs Clothes”.  
Glittery highlighter named Fairy Bomb was added 

to the makeup collection. Body Lava and Fairy 
Bomb joined the Fenty Beauty family and since 
then made the list of already successful Fenty 
Beauty Cosmetics including a diverse line of 

foundations and highly coveted stunner lip paint. 

QUEEN! 
RIHANNA 
Continues her reign in 
beauty with the launch 

of Fenty skin products
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Beauty

A healthy and steady 
hair growth is achieved 
through maintenance

T here are certain things 
we do unknowingly, 
that decreases the span 
of our hair growth. 

From fall-outs, to breakages, there 
are a hundred and one things that 
could go wrong with our natural 
hair. Maintaining a steady growth 
can only be achieved when there is 
awareness. Here are few practicable 
steps you can take to increase and 
maintain rapid hair growth.

WASH YOUR HAIR 
Believe it or not, 

this step can 
never be over 
emphasised. There 
is always a need to 
wash your hair. A lot 

of oil build-ups occur 
in the course of our 

daily routine, and when the 
oil thickens, it can cause tangled 
roots which ultimately lead to 
breakage, and so, to avoid breakage, 
it is essential that we wash and 
shampoo our hair at least once 
every fortnight.

DEEP 
CONDITIONING 
After shampooing 
the hair, you can 
also opt for deep 

conditioning. How to 

deep condition your hair? Simply 
apply the conditioner on your hair 
and spread through to the roots. 
Then roll your hair up in a bun and 
cover with a shower cap. Allow the 
hair set for about 1 hour. This step 
helps the hair retain its moisture as 
well as giving it a soft, silky look.

APPLY ESSENTIAL OILS 
After shampooing and 

conditioning, it is 
always good to allow 
your hair dry out 
naturally. However 

if you don’t have 
the patience to let it 

dry naturally, only then 
are you allowed to use a hair dryer. 
Once your hair its dry, apply hair 
oils immediately as this helps to 
provide the natural moisture the 
hair needs. Shea butter, olive oil, 
almond oil, or coconut oil are great 
options of oil that one can use.

ALWAYS DETANGLE FROM 
THE TIPS 
One mistake we make too often 
is that we brush our 
hair from the roots, 
making the tangles 
settle towards the 
tips of the hair. 
When this occurs, 
we tend to force the 

tangle down and the result we get 
is a comb-full of hair, this can be 
quite alarming, so to avoid this, one 
needs to always brush the hair from 
the tip before proceeding to the 
root, to hair breakage. 

NEVER OVER BURDEN 
YOUR HAIR 
It is advisable that we allow the 
hair breathe every once in a while. 
for some people, doing this can be 
very hard to go a full week without 
hair extensions, hair glues, and hair 
gels. Excessive use of these various 
products, can cause permanent 
hair damage. Your hair needs some 
breathing space, the same way 
you do. Pamper your hair once 
in a while. Stay away from hair 
extension, hair gels, or anything 
thing that could temporarily 
disturb your scalp for a while.

 

“Eager now to start growing your hair, try these steps, 
you’d be amazed at the result.”
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STRIPES AND LINES
 This simply yet stunning 
effect on your nails can be 
effortlessly achieved by using 

two different nail paint colours. 
How to achieve this:

1. Paint your nails with a sky blue base.
2. Mark out the stripes and lines with the 
deep blue paint.
3. The stripes and lines can be various 
directions
4. Top up with a transparent cover coat.

TRIPLE COLOUR NAIL ART
Super trendy is how this nail is 
being viewed. To get this you 
need to:

1. Paint your first base colour
2. Mark out a diagonal line using 

your second nail paint
3. Paint the diagonal tip with the 
third colour, then add little dots with 
the second colour. This last part is 
optional though.

SPRINKLE NAIL ART
The sprinkle nail art is also very 
chic and casual. To achieve this, 
you will need a splatter and nail 

paint for this. How to achieve this:
1. Apply your base colour which may 

be white.
2. Dip a dry and stiff brush into nail 
paint and using your tips to comb 
through, making sure the paint 
splashes on the painted nails.
3. Cover with transparent coat for 
perfect finishing  

 
DOTTED TIPS

Playfully cute and chic. To achieve 
this, you will be needing different 
polish colours

1. Use white as a background 

colour to paint the nails completely
2. Use a blunt pencil, or ball point pen, 
dip carefully into the paint and apply 
onto the white paint
3. When dry, apply your transparent 
coat cover.

SEA ANCHOR NAILS
All lovers of the sea 
can decorate their 
nails this way, fuelling 

both their passion for 
beauty and the sea. You 

can always alternate the design of the 
bare nails
1. Apply your base colour to your 
fingernails
2. You can add stripes to 4 out of 5 
fingernails
3. On the empty fingernail, draw a 
straight line, and a semi circle with 
arrows at the base. Add a little circle at 
the top of the line too, while adding a 
vertical line across too.
4. When dry, cover with transparent coat 

CRESCENT SHAPED 
NAILS
To achieve thus 
super simple yet 

gorgeous nail art, you 
simply need to cut out 

semi circles on papers to get this.
1. Apply the semi circles at the base of 
your finger, making sure the tips of the 
paper are facing down
2. Cover the nails with your nail coat 
3. Apply your transparent nail coat

POLKA DOT NAILS
This nail art is 
definitely fresh and 
chic. To achieve 
this look, you may 

need 2 or more nail coats
1. Cover your bare nails with the first 
nail coat
2. Using a ballpoint pen or a blunt 
pencil, add dots to the first base. You 
can also adorn it with stones
3. Apply transparent nail coat for the 
finishing touch

FAUX FRENCH TIPS
This nail art mimics 
the trendy french tips 
and like we all know, 

it is super stylish. 
Getting this nail art 

perfectly, you simply need need a pink 
nail and pure white nail polish
1. Firstly, paint your nails with the pink 
nail polish
2. Outline a straight line at the tip of 
the nails, with the white colours..
3. Cover the tip with the white paint. 
Top up with transparent coat

GLITTERED NAILS
The glittered nails are 
very easy to achieve. 
You need a glitter 

based nail polish to 
achieve this stunning art.

1. Apply the glittered paint on your nail
2. Cover with transparent nail coat

PINSTRIPE NAILS
Quite simple yeah, but 
super stylish. For this 
art, you require only 

two main colours of nail 
polish. How to get this art:

1. Cover your nails with your primary 
paint as base
2. Gently make stripes with your 
secondary paint 
3.  Top up with transparent cover coat

DIY - 10 unbelievably cool nail art 
every fashionable woman must try
Nail art is never out of fashion. Different nail trends have emerged over the years making it really easy for women to 
wear their natural nails in very fashionable ways without seeking the help of a professional. We have 10 unbelievably 
cool trendy and chic nail art you can create on your nails, all by yourself. 
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Fashion

SOLA FAGBEMI 
redefines Ankara fashion flawlessly

Our KOKOnista of the 
day, Sola Fagbemi, is 
an elite Youtuber, style 

expert, fashion designer, fashion 
entrepreneur, travel, fashion and 
lifestyle blogger and an all-round 
fashionista. Sola is a graduate 
of International Relations from 
Covenant University, Ota.

 She is the founder of 
solafagbemi.com She hit the 
limelight when her stunning 
collection of Ankara tops went viral 
back in 2015.

Sola, who never fails to represent 
Nigeria everywhere she finds herself, 
redefined trendy Ankara styles with 
her collection of stylish tops. Her 
pieces merges the old and the new 
school of fashion smoothly, giving 
rise for even more classy and stylish 
pieces. From rocking gorgeous Ankara 
tops, stunning Ankara trousers, and 
breathtaking Ankara skirts and on 
some occasions where she feel like 
rocking striped clothes or Denim, 
Sola ensures she slays flawlessly in 
any of these chosen outfits.

3

2

4

5

We all know how the streets 
can be when it comes to 
fashion; one minute you 

think you’re the most stylish, next 
minute you see someone in an outfit 
that would make you question your 
style competency.

But, two pieces majorly make up 
an outfit: what you wear at the top 
of your body and what you wear at 
the bottom. Sometimes, the top can 
be more stylish than the bottom, 
sometime it’s the other way round, 
and sometimes, it’s both. So, if 
you’re not slaying from head to toe, 
you can slay at the top mostly. 

For inspiration purpose, we’ve put 
together 6 jaw dropping tops every 
fashionable woman should own:
1. The first on our list is this colour 
block top; This would not only 

make jaws drop, it’ll also turn heads 
and prolong gazes.
2. Bellarose: Due to the obvious 
details on this top, we decided to 
christen this top Bellarose.
3. Zebra stripes, defined waistline, 
monostrap, high- low sides; how else 
do you want to be noticed? Paired 
with a skinny jean or an ankle jean 
with either flats or heels, this look is 
your perfect street style fashion.
4. In the category of style and 
trend, this pleated satin crop top is 
among the top 10.
5. It’s neutral, simple 
but detailed…yet 
classy. Some women 
opt for simple, some 
opt for gorgeously 
simple, this look has a 
place on both tables.

STREET STYLE: 5 TRENDY TOPS 
EVERY KOKOnista SHOULD OWN

1
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Fashion

BEST BUY 
Koko Satchel

The bliss that comes with having your hands free when out is the major reason why these 
tiny KOKO satchels are a must have for every woman out there. The KOKO satchel bag is 
just the perfect bag to have on hand when you need more than a clutch purse. For your 

best buys, here are some of KOKO satchel bags every woman must own.

This leather satchel comes in 
different colours and are perfect 

for corporate events. It has a long 
strap that can 

be worn around the body.
 

The satchel also features a 
simple pouch with a front flap 

and it gives you the perfect 
classy look you 

can ever imagine.
 

The colours available includes: 
white and lilac; red; black and red; 
green and white; black and yellow; 

black; brown; brown and black.



Travel

W hen approaching 
the island of Sal, 
it seems like you 
are landing on a 

golden pearl of sand in the middle 
of the turquoise-blue ocean. Above 
all, one thing can be found on 
Sal: sand. Deserts and dry valleys. 
But little oases, salt marches and 
dormant volcanoes also distinguish 
the appearance of the island. 

For many years, the island was a 
centre for salt mining, which is also 
where the name Sal (salt) comes 
from. However, the salt is almost 
only for local use and for tourists by 
now. The island is very flat on the 
whole, which is why clouds hardly 
have a chance to stay above it and 
there is almost no rain. So: sun, 
sun, sun… and kilometres of sandy 
beaches making it the perfect place 
to get a tan, breath in the fresh air 
and stroll to your hearts content. 
Sal island also has some fantastic 
underwater caves to explore, as well 
as unbelievably clear reefs. About 
five kilometres to the north of 
Palmeira port is Olho Azul, a water 
inlet that you can peer into and 
witness an iridescent ‘Blue Eye’ of 
seawater gazing back at you. 

But the best views are from 
below, and various teams offers 
diving trips into the cave that forms 
the Eye, as well as excursions to 
various dive sites and even into an 
old shipwreck. A wonderful sight 
to look forward to is the mirage at 

Terra Boa. It appears as an ocean 
right in the middle of the desert. It 
is an incredible sight and one you 
may never come across again.

   But the best views are from 
below, and various teams offers 
diving trips into the cave that forms 
the Eye, as well as excursions to 
various dive sites and even into an 
old shipwreck. A wonderful sight 

to look forward to is the mirage at 
Terra Boa. It appears as an ocean 
right in the middle of the desert. 
It is an incredible sight and one 
you may never come across again.

WHY 
Sal Island is 

called the 
Sun Island
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Health & Diet

F or decades many have 
sought out that one 
food or foods that will 
act like a magic potion 

and get them to lose weight faster 
and with most of the food found in 
Nigerian being high in carbohydrate, 
this has turned out to be a herculean 
task for many. 

However, today, we have done 
the work and will be giving you 
five Nigerian food(s) that are not 
only great for weight loss but also 
very affordable.

MANGO 
This food costs less than N50, and 
works a s great weight loss 

meal. The secret of 
this lies in the 

phytochemical which 
work as natural fat 
busters and can 
only be found 
on the body of 
the fruit.

AVOCADO
This food is unique in all 
its might and not only this, 
it is highly nutritious. Avocado 
is rich in nutrients, minerals, 
fibre, and vitamins and contain 
monounsaturated fatty acids, which 
helps in shrinking belly fat. Also 
100grams of avocado contains only 
160 calories, great right?

EGGS 
Unlike what many think, eggs are 
infact very healthy and the perfect 
aid to losing weight in no time. 
Over the years, this food was feared 
to be high in cholesterol, but new 
studies have shown that eggs do not 
adversely affect blood cholesterol 
and do not cause heart attacks. 

Eggs are high in protein, healthy 
fats and makes you feel full and 
boasts of a very low amount of 
calories. A hard boiled egg is only 
100 calories. Eggs are incredibly 
packed full of nutrients with it 
being mostly found in the yolks.

FOODS 
  that cost less...
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